
 

A Trip to Cancun by George Iglesias & Twister Magic

Make any signed card travel to Cancun in a very sensual way! 

Inspired by the classic Abbotts's Bathing Beauty effect, originally created by
Frederick Culpitt from England.

George Iglesias brings us now his renovated version, with an improved method
and a powerful effect. A seven minutes solid comedy routine that have a great
twist and plot and that is ready to entertain audiences of all nationalities!

EFFECT: An spectator selects a card and sign it, then place it back into the deck
and shuffle it. Now the magician announces that he is going to teleport the
spectator's card into an enchanting and exotic place, a heavenly dreamed beach
in the Caribbean like Cancún. (You can name any other beach in the world, free
choice)

The magician does a magic gesture and vanishes the card from the deck. The
spectator is invited now, to try to find his signed card in the deck with no luck, one
by one the cards are seeing and the selected card has just simply vanished!

To prove it, he shows now a poster with a beautiful lady on the picture, she is
wearing a red bikini and a hula skirt, she is also holding a couple of coconuts and
a card facing down that can be seen inside her Bra'...

The magician announce that he will make one part of the spectator's body travel
in time and distance to Cancún to reach for his card and bring it back.

Now the spectator stick his hand inside and takes out the hula skirt instead...
Hummmm the magician says :"Listen, I told you to take the card out, not her
skirt" (When open you can see that the picture is missing now the skirt)

Once again the magician gives another chance to the spectator to reach in the
two dimensional world to bring back his card... He stick his hand again, but this
time he pulls out the top of the bikini out (The Bra) (When open the poster, you
can see now that she is covering her top part with the pair of coconuts she had)

The magician assumes no risk, and he decided to go for it, taking the face down
card out... Big is his surprise when suddenly and "by mistake" the bottom part of
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the biking comes out together with the signed card...

The magician is embarrassed and asked the spectator about the card he
selected and when turnover it is exactly the card he selected and signed at the
beginning...

The magician announce the end of the trick and take a bow... But wait the
audience wants more! They want to see inside of the picture! So the magician
asks: Do you want to see it? He asked again: Do you really want to see it?...So
you can see him!¨ (The poster is open and it "Mario, the baywatch" a muscle guy
with a dirty look can be seen)

Great for Comedy, Parlor and Stage Magic shows.
Lots of comedy! Very easy to perform and operate!
7 Minutes comedy routine
The card can be signed by spectator or not, you decide.
You can also use a duplicate card and a forcing card (fully explained on
the instructional video).
Comes with everything you need, including al the clothing pieces SET.
Great quality, 5 neodymium magnets, will secure all the panels
Printed in a high resolution paper with a great level of realism and plastic
coated to increase durability.
Comes with an Instructional online video.
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